L Introduction
Data from many fields are commonly analyzed using linear regression. These data sets often contain outliers or influential observations, and it is important that such observations be identified in the course of a thorough statistical analysis. In some cases, observations which fall outside the pattern seen in the bulk of the data, and which are thus known as outliers, are important and of interest in their own right. Indeed, they may be the most interesting and important observations in the entire data set, and their identification a matter of high priority. Identification of such an outlier may direct future research effort to collecting additional data in the region (treatment combination) where the interesting outlier was observed.
Furthermore, it is always important to identify aberrant observations, either valid outliers or erroneous data points, with an eye to removing them from the data set or at least down-weighting them in the analysis of the rest of the data. Clearly, erroneous data should be corrected, if possible, or deleted. But even valid outliers often should be set aside lest they have undue impact or influence on the analysis, seriously distorting conclusions about relationships between variables in the main body of the data. Such data points are often called influential observations. Of course, removing observations from data sets should not be undertaken lightly; objective methods are required for identifying candidates for deletion or other special treatment.
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The study of outliers and influential observations in linear models has attracted considerable interest in the past decade. A number of books have been published devoted largely or exclusively to this subject: Belsley, Kuh, and Welsch (1980) , Hawkins (1980) , Cook and Weisberg (1982) , Barnett and Lewis (1984) , Atkinson (1985) , Rousseeuw and Leroy (1987) , and Chatterjee and Hadi (1988) . A recent review article by Chatterjee and Hadi (1986) summarizes many of the well-known outlier-identification statistics and their interrelationships. where ! = (y " ...,yn)' is an n x 1 vector of values of the response variable,~= (~""',~p)' is a p x 1 vector of unknown parameters, X =(x;,...,x~)' is an n x p matrix of explanatory variables with ,.. ,.. ,.. In this article, we develop a procedure based on recursive residuals (Brown, Durbin, and Evans, 1975) for identifying (one or more) outliers or influential observations in a linear regression analysis. The procedure is described in Section 3, and its properties investigated in a simulation study described in Section 4. An example of application to a well-known data set is given in Section 5.
rank(X)
Although by no means do we advocate automatic deletion of observations by a packaged program using this or any other diagnostic or procedure, this procedure is suitable for routine screening to identify points that deserve scrutiny and perhaps special treatment. The w j could be calculated using the conventional least squares formula repeatedly to compute each evector in the sequencẽ p,.",~n-l. However, the computations are made much more efficient using the following updating formulae (Plackett, 1950; Phillips and Harvey, 1974; Brown et al., 1975) :
where 5 J =(!j-!jej)'(!j-Xjej).
BLU5 residuals (see Theil, 1971 , Chapter 5) have distributional properties similar to recursive residuals but they are not as easy to compute. Computational considerations, however, are not the main advantage of the recursive residuals. Unlike BLU5 residuals, recursive residuals are in one-to-one correspondence. with the n-p observations for which they were calculated, an important property when the goal is outlier detection.
Recursive residuals have been used by Hedayat and Robson (1970) and Harvey and Phillips (1974) in testing for heteroscedasticity,
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by Phillips and Harvey (1974) in constructing an exact test for first order autocorrelation using the von Neumann ratio, by Brown et ale (1975) in testing for structural change over time, and by Harvey and Collier (1977) in testing for possible model misspecifications. Galpin and Hawkins (1984) 3) Order the observations according to the chosen diagnostic measure.
4) Use the first p observations in the ordered data set to form the "basis" for computing recursive residuals. Under (1.1) with normality, the (unordered) recursive residuals w j are iid N(0,0'2) random variables. Hence, if we were to estimate 0'2 by a.J, an estimate of 0'2 which was independent of w j' then w j/a. j would have an exact t distribution with the degrees of freedom (df) of a.J. have approximate t distributions under the null hypotheses.
When an appropriate diagnostic measure is used to order the observations, outliers and/or influential observations can be expected to appear late in the sequence of recursive residuals. The W j for data points which precede them in the ordered set then, by construction, will be unaffected by these outliers, reducing the potential for masking and swamping. The adaptive ordering also makes it highly unlikely that outliers will appear among the first p ordered observations for which no recursive residuals are calculated and no tests are possible; that is, the ordering Yields a "clean" basis set for calculating recursive residuals.
We consider here three diagnostic measures according to which the observations could be ordered,c arranging them in ascending order of Ie 8 i I or D i or in descending order of COVRATIO i. These measures represent different classes of regression diagnostics.
The studentized residual, e. i ' of (1.3), was chosen over t i of (1.4) because it is better known and more widely available through packaged statistical programs. Because t i is a monotone function of e s 1' both give the same ordering. Similarly, Cook's D was chosen because it is more widely known and available than other closely-related measures: DFFITS and the Modified Cook's D (Chatterjee and Hadi, 1986 ). The COVRATIO is less widely available through standard packages, but represents a different class of diagnostics. We did not use the htt, because they identify only outliers with respect the x range, but take no account of observations outlying in the response variable y.
Properties of the Test Procedure
We now present simulation results, first to justify our choice of ... The estimates Sj-l are paired with the ej-l of (2.1) used to obtain the recursive residuals in (2.2); for a fixed value of j-l, SJ-l is nothing more than the usual error mean square estimate of 0'2 obtained by fitting a line to the first j-l observations only. We calculate Sj-l in (4.1) using the relation that, for a given fitted line, the sum of squares of ordinary residuals equals the sum of squares of recursive residuals (the first p being identically zero). The column headings in Table 1 When Sj-l is used, only 22 can be tested. When the sample is ordered, we assume that outliers and influential observations will appear late in the sequence and be tested, i.e., we assume that all 25 observations in each sample are effectively tested. The divisors used in calculating the entries in Tables 1-3 were adjusted accordingly   (see footnotes to Tables 1, 2 ). The fact that an outlier could be untested in the unordered case itself argues for preordering if
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... recursive residuals are to be used as the basis for an outlier detection statistic. Table I confirms that, for the unordered sample, using SJ-l yields test statistics having exact t distributions. That notwithstanding, for our purposes, Sj-l is unworkable. First, for unordered samples, an outlier would be equally likely to appear anywhere in the sequence; one could not test the first p+l observations at all, and other observations which appeared early in the unordered sequence would be tested with few degrees of freedom. Second, for the ordered sample, the variance is underestimated badly for many of the test statistics wJ/sJ-u leading to far too many rejections (Table 1 ).
----Insert Table I Here --The variance estimates s 2 and s 2 ( 1) can be used with good results, although we prefer s 2 ( 1 ). For either one, the size of the test is essentially the same with and without ordering. When S2 is used, the test is somewhat conservative. When S2 (1) is used, the observed size of the test (.048) is seen to be very close to the nominal ex =.05. When S2 ( t) was used and the observations ordered by Cook's D or by the COVRATIO, the observed size was also .048 (results not shown). S2( t) has the further advantage that it is more robust; if an observation is indeed an outlier, that will inflate the numerator, but not the denominator,~f wJ / S( t ). The results which follow all use S( t ) • Table 2 summarizes the performance of the recursive method according to whether the observations are ordered by a diagnostic measure or not. When the sample was to be "not ordered", a single outlier was created as follows: A random observation number was selected from numbers 3-25. This ensured that the outlier would be tested, not be part of the basis set. An amount 6 was then added to the generated x value for that observation in place of a simulated error term; recall flo =0, fll =1, and a =1, SO using 6 = 3, for example, is equivalent to placing the outlier 3 standard deviations above the (true) line. In cases where the data would be ordered by a diagnostic measure, the outlier was created by adding 6 to the 25i:h generated x value (without loss of generality as the observations are reordered) in place of a simulated error. Obvious generalizations were used in creating as many as 3 outliers in each sample. When multiple outliers were introduced in a simulated sample, each Iw j/S( t ) I, i = 3,...,25, was compared against the .975 percentile of Student's t with 22 df. Of course, in practice, one would not know in advance how many outliers were present in the data set. The entries in Table 2 are the proportions of correctly identified outliers (NOCORR) and of "good" observations incorrectly identified as outliers (NOINC). The results show that when ordering is used, the power to detect outliers (NOCORR) increases by an average of. about 6.7 percent. Of course, had we not prevented outliers in unordered samples from falling into the basis set where they would have been untested and thus undetected, the increase in NOCORR with ordering 15 would have been far larger. The 6.7 percent gain estimates the increase in probability of detecting an outlier given that it is tested, which it might not be in an unordered sample. NOINC is unaffected by ordering, but is less than 5% in every case. This reflects inflation by the outlier(s) of variance estimates S2 (i) used to scale the "good" observations. The more outliers the sample contained, the greater was this effect. When multiple outliers were present, inflation of the S( i) also contributed to the masking of one outlier by another, reducing the procedure's power (NOCORR) to detect all outliers. This masking phenomenon is seen in more detail in Table 3 .
----Insert Table 2 Here---- Figure I shows var.ious outlier patterns that might be of interest. The "good" observations, simulated as above, are assumed to lie in a pattern suggested by the parallelogram, and the symbol x represents an outlier. Table 3 summarizes the results of the simulations for each configuration of data in Fig. 1 in turn. Each outlier is created by adding a quantity 6 to the x value(s) specified in Fig. 1 . The performance of the recursive method is then evaluated in Table 3 for increasing 6. The entries in the table are as defined before, using divisors chosen as in Table 2. ----Insert Figure 1 Here----In Fig. l(a) , the outlier occurs near the mean of the explanatory variable. It can be seen that the power of the test gets very close
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to 1 for 6 as small as 3. The outlier in Fig. l(b) is at the extreme of the range of x. The power to detect this sort of outlier is less than for .the first type, reflecting the greater impact of uncertainty in estimation of the slope at x values farther from the mean X. In Fig. l(c), both outliers are at one extreme of the range of the x values, with 6's of opposite signs. Power in this case suffers as the outliers become more exaggera~d (larger 6's). This reflects the type of masking discussed earlier wherein each outlier inflates the estimate of variance, S2 (t), used in the denominator of the test statistic for the other. In all the cases considered above [ Figs. 1(a-c) ], the choice of the ordering variable does not make an appreciable difference in the power of the recursive method. Ordering by Dt appears to be somewhat less effective in the first case, but this is the least important case because (i) power is high and (ii) an undetected outlier will have little influence on the estimate of the slope.
----Insert Table 3 Here--- outlier is more likely to obscure the presence of another. Now, not only does each outlier inflate the estimate of error used to test the other, but also the first outlier in the ordered sample reduces the 17 -size of the recursive residual for the second outlier through its effect on~j-l of (2.1). In the case in Fig. l(c) , the first outlier torqued the fitted line away from the second outlier, increasing its recursive residual and thus "unmasking" it. In the cases in Figs. l(d) and I(e), the line will be torqued toward the second outlier, reducing its recursive residual and thereby the likelihood that it will be identified as an outlier. For these two cases, D t seems to be superior to le.t I, which in turn is preferable to COVRATIO t for ordering.
These simulation results suggest that the recursive method is very effective in detecting outliers, although not equally so in all cases. In practice, anyone of lest I or D t or COVRATIO t that is readily available can be used to rearrange the data before computing the recursive residuals. The studentized. residual, e.t, is most widely available and best-known; COVRATIO is least available and least well-known. What differences we did observe, favor using Cook's D as the ordering variable.
The above simulations explore the properties of the recursive method per se. Kianifard and Swallow (North Carolina State University, Institute of Statistics Mimeo Series No. 1906, 1988) compare the recursive method with some competing outlier-detection procedures. Two of these, testing the max I est I of (1.3) or the maxlt.1 of (1.4), are commonly seen in applications where there is no a priori reason to suspect which observations, if any, might be outliers. In each procedure, whenever the tested observation is declared to be an outlier, that observation is deleted from the sample, new e s t or tt are computed, the maximum tested, and so on. Both procedures are known to be vulnerable to masking and swamping, but the required computations are very manageable. A third competitor in the comparison is Marasinghe's (1985) multistage procedure, particularly designed for multiple-outlier applications.
Head-to-head comparisons of diagnostics or tests for identifying outliers or influential observations are generally problematic, since the competitors are often designed for somewhat different purposes, and may test (somewhat) different hypotheses. That notwithstanding, our principal conclusion is that the recursive method is generally superior to these competitors for detecting moderate outliers (c5's =3 or 4, or even 5 for some outlier configurations). If one wants a procedure that has high probability of identifying these moderate outliers for scrutiny and perhaps special treatment, the recursive method seems a good choice. For a more detailed reporting of this comparison, see Kianifard and Swallow.
An Example
We illustrate the use of recursive residuals in detecting outliers on· a set of data from Brownlee (1965) that has been used extensively in the literature. The data appear in Table 4 . The observations were ordered according to Ie s t I obtained by fitting the regression model to the data. Recursive residuals w J were then computed and scaled by S( t). The resulting IwJ/S( t) I shown in Table 4 are compared to the percentiles of a t distribution with n-p-l = 16 df.
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The appropriate critical value for testing at the 5% level is 2.120. It can readily be seen from Table 4 that 
